Affiliates

Council of Affiliates

Denise Strehlow, MPH, MSW - CHAIR
Jose Pietro Aparicio, MD, MPH
Adrianna Marie Boulin, MPH
Alison Celigoi
Karl D. Cooper, JD
Randy Domina
Erica Fishman, MSW, MPH
Teresa Garrett, DNP, RN, PHNA-BC
Kristine Gonnella, MPH
Lauren Jenks
Alexandria Jones
Preet Kukreja, MHA
Quinyatta P. Mumford, DrPH, MPH, CHES
Rebecca Nevedale

Melissa Toledo Ontiveros, MA, MCJ, MPA
Lauren Ray, MPH
Kaye M. Reynolds, DrPH
Sarah A. Rines, BS
Snigdha Santra, Pharm.D, MPH
Sue Ann C. Sarpy, PhD, MS
Elizabeth Schwartz, MPH
Jessica Seberger
Dominick Sturz, DrPH
Denise Caspler Tahara, PhD, MPhil, MBA
Karina Thurman, BS
Christian L. Williams, DrPH, MPH
Staff Liaison: Lindsey Wahowiak

Affiliate Representative to the Governing Council

Alabama Natalie Quinney, MSW
Alaska Katie Cueva, ScD, MAT, MPH
Arizona Rebecca Nevedale
Arkansas Quinyatta P. Mumford, DrPH, MPH, CHES
California - North Maureen De Nieva-Marsh, BA
California - South Dominick Sturz, DrPH
Connecticut Randy Domina
Colorado Montelle M. Tamez
Delaware Katherine Smith, MD, MPH
District of Columbia Ayanna Woodberry, BS, MS, MPH
Florida Venise White, MPH, MHPE
Georgia Colin Keith Smith, DrPH
Hawaii Tenaya Jackman, MPH
Idaho Lee’Erin Brooks
Illinois Jerrod Welch
Indiana Marcie Memmer, MPH, MCHES
Iowa Peter Dart Wallace, MD, MS
Kansas Eldonna Jo Chesnut, BSN, MSN
Kentucky Laura Foley
Louisiana Knesha Rose-Davison, MPH
Maine Sarah A. Rines, BS
Maine Randy Domina
Maryland Michelle Glover-Brown
Massachusetts Stewart J. Landers, JD, MCP
Michigan Hope Michelle Rollins, BS
Minnesota Annie Halland
Mississippi Sai Kurmana, MD, MPH
Missouri Nick Collins, MPH, BSN, MCHES
Montana   A.C. Rothenbuecher, MPH
Nebraska   Jessica Seberger
Nevada   Asma Tahir Awan, DrPH.MSHI.MPH.MBBS.
New Jersey   Lisa Harrison Gulla, DrPH, MPH, MAE
New Mexico   MELISSA Toledo Ontiveros, MA, MCJ, MPA
New York   Denise Caspler Tahara, PhD, MPhil, MBA
North Carolina   Brittan Williams, MPH, CHES
North Dakota   Kelly P. Buettner-Schmidt, PhD
Ohio    Alexandria Jones
Oklahoma   McKenzie Cowlbeck, MPH, CPH
Oregon    Briana Arnold, MPH
Pennsylvania   Richard J. Cohen, PhD, FACHE
Rhode Island   Soumyadeep Mukherjee, PhD, MBBS, DPH, CCH
South Carolina   Rich P. Timmons, MPA, CGFM
South Dakota   Shelby Hintze Jepperson, MPH, CPH
Tennessee    Marian C. Levy, DrPH, RD
Texas    Kaye M. Reynolds, DrPH
Utah    Teresa Garrett, DNP, RN, PHNA-BC
Vermont    Burton W. Wilcke, Jr., PhD
Virginia    Sue Ann C. Sarpy, MS, PhD
Washington    Lauren Jenks
Wyoming   Kristen Grimes, MAOM, MCHES

Staff Liaison: Lindsey K. Wahowiak

Affiliate Presidents
Alabama      Sonya Tinsley
Alaska      Ingrid Stevens MPH
Arizona      Lilliana Cardenas AM
Arkansas      Aaron Carroll MPH, CPhT
California      Gary Naja-Riese MSW
Colorado      Wivine Ngongo MPH
Colorado      Melissa Taylor MPH
Delaware      Lynn Jones BS; MHA
District of Columbia Thomas Kane JD, MPH, CPH, MS
Florida   Berthline Isma PhD, MPH, MBA, CEPH
Georgia    Stephen Goggans MD
Hawaii    Bryan Talisayan
Idaho     Taylor Neher MPH
Illinois     Monica Hendrickson MPH
Indiana    Joan Trendell MS, RDN, LD
Iowa     Kady Reese MPH, CPHQ
Kansas     Ruua Hassaballa-Muhammad MPH, MA
Kentucky    Danielle King MPH, LPD
Louisiana   Sundee Winder PhD, MPH
Maine     Jay Knowlton MPH
Maryland    Jonas Nguh PhD, MHA, MSN
Massachusetts Steven Ridini EdD
Michigan    Suzanne Keep Ph.D.
Minnesota      Antonia Apolinario-Wilcoxon EdD
Mississippi      Karin Thurman BS
Missouri      Peggy Bowles
Nebraska      Ashley Carroll MPH
Nevada      Madison Lopey MS
New Hampshire      Denise Pouliot
New Jersey      Sreelekha Prakash MBBS, MD, MPH
New Mexico      MariaAnna Molina
New York      Brett Harris DrPH
North Carolina     Iulia Vann MD, MPH
North Dakota      Sarah Weninger
Ohio       Angela DeJulius MD MPH
Oklahoma      Tracy Freudenthaler PhD, MPH
Oregon      Tamara Falls MS
Pennsylvania      Maura Bougher-Dornfeld MPH
Rhode Island      Elizabeth Schwartz MPH
Rhode Island      Kerri Warren PhD
South Carolina     Buck Wilson PhD
South Dakota      Tiffany Johnson MPH
Tennessee      Dawn Ford PhD
Texas       Melissa Oden LMSW-IPR, CHES
Utah       Skyler Crouch MPH
Vermont      Theo Kennedy JD, MPH
Virginia      Ben Barber MPP
Washington      Seth Doyle MA
Wisconsin      Kristie Lynn Egge MPH
Wyoming      Melissa Taylor

Caucuses

Caucus Collaborative

Kelechi D. Ibe-Lamberts, Ph.D - CHAIR Jenevieve S. Peecher, MD,MPH,RN/BSN
Jose Pietro Aparicio, MD, MPH Lan Pham
Barbara T. Baylor, M.P.H., B.A. Albert W. Pless, Jr.
Shikha Chandarana Glahnnia Elizabeth Rates, MSHS, CHW II
Robert Gould, MD Anh Thu Thai, DHA, RRT, RCP
Sandy-Asari Hogan, DrPH, MPH Juanita Booker-Vaughns
Lindsey Marie King, PhD, MPH Casper H. Voyles, PhD, MPH
Nancy Krieger, PhD MS Michelle S. Williams, PhD, MPH, MSPH MCHES
Cynthia Nicole Lebron, PhD, MPH Miranda Worthen, PhD
Lisa D. Moore, DrPH MPH Jing Wu, PharmD, MPH
Quinyatta P. Mumford, DrPH, MPH, CHES Staff Liaison: Elsa Greer
David A. Nelson, PhD
Titilayo A. Okoror, PhD
Donna-Marie Palakiko, PhD
Caucus Governing Councilors
American Indian, Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian Caucus
Asian & Pacific Islander Caucus for Public Health
Black Caucus of Health Workers
Caucus on Homelessness
Caucus on Public Health and the Faith Community
Family Violence Prevention Caucus
LGBTQ Health Caucus
Men's Health Caucus
Peace Caucus
Spirit of 1848 Caucus
Veterans' Caucus
Women's Caucus

Caucus Chairs
American Indian, Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian Caucus
Asian & Pacific Islander Caucus for Public Health
Black Caucus of Health Workers
Caucus on Homelessness
Caucus on Public Health and the Faith Community
Community-Based Public Health Caucus
Family Violence Prevention Caucus
Latino Caucus
LGBTQ Health Caucus
Men's Health Caucus
Peace Caucus
Socialist Caucus
Spirit of 1848 Caucus
Veterans' Caucus
Women's Caucus